
Leadership, Volunteer Opportunities, and Virtual Trainings for Certification
SADD provides leadership opportunities at the local, state, and national level, including free
workshops, training, and events and a Student Leadership Council on the state and national level.
SADD is also an official certifying organization for the President’s Volunteer Service Award. 

Scholarships and Contests
We consistently offer scholarship opportunities and ways to earn money for registered chapters
through our partnerships with national, state, and local organizations. 

A Nationwide Network of Motivated Students
Outside of their home chapter's activities, registered SADD students can participate in state meetings and
conferences or statewide events whenever they choose and are always welcome at SADD National events where
they have a chance to network with other SADD students from all over the United States.

SADD was founded on the simple philosophy that young people, empowered to help each other, are the most
effective force in prevention. For 40 years, SADD has been recognized as a National leader in alcohol and drug
education and prevention. With our enhanced focus on addressing all destructive decisions, including substance
misuse, impaired and distracted driving, mental health, and more, SADD has become the premier youth-based
health and safety organization in America and maintains the ability to play a leading role in effective, evidence-
based prevention programming.

Textless Live More: Technological wellness is more important now than ever.
TLLM encourages students to find the balance between their screens and the
world in front of them. 

Rock The Belt: Car crashes continue to be the largest reason for teen fatalities,
with a good portion due to unbelted riders (NHTSA). RTB is a campaign to
encourage students to buckle up every time they get into a vehicle. 

Is It Worth The Risk: Is It Worth The Risk asks students to assess the potential
risks of their decisions regarding alcohol and drug use and impaired driving.
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SADD operates through a network of chapters in schools and community-based organizations across the country.
Chapters have a student base and a chapter advisor to liaison with the SADD State and National staff. SADD staff
provide programmatic support and inform chapters about ongoing opportunities. 

You can register your organization or school as a SADD Chapter at NO COST. By completing the registration
process, you get full access to our Portal of resources, Google Classroom lessons & activities, programs,
invites to exclusive events and opportunities, and professional support from State and National SADD Staff.

The Nation’s Premier Youth
Health & Safety Organization


